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Comments from delegates 

Fantastic course

Exceptionally well organised and held in a wonderful venue

All speakers were enthusiastic and engaging

I thought the course was absolutely excellent
My only criticism was that it was very surgical. I know that you should teach what you know, and the lessons 
are generally applicable, but still

Perhaps a session on how to get into medical management, eg: medical director, chief exec

You might want to add a section about how to deal with pts with doubtful mental capacity who 
refuse cancer surgery

A great thanks to the faculty

The materials, delivering the topics and sharing personal experiences are highly appreciated

Just to ask, are there any challenges for non-UK trained new consultants in your opinion, and if so then suggest to be included in future



Comments from delegates 

Thoroughly enjoyable and informative course. Well organised and structured. Refreshing to have 
some non-powerpoint sessions!

Very well structured course

relevant to practive

Best feature: sharing of expereinces in a very honest and candid manner

excellent speakers, especially richard who was excellent

if less urology / device talks would be a very desirable course for all trainees and I suspect you 
would get increased interest and numbers

very good course. Thank you

an excellent well organised course

refreshingly different from any other management course that I have attended

the format timetable works well and allows for sufficient breaks

the college supper was fabulous. MANY THANKS

Great course. Thank you very much



Comments from delegates 

Thanks for valuable information

excellent course. Friendly organisers and speakers

No doubt will be useful

excellent course exactly what I needed prior to strating my new consultant post

Many thank for the book and the links to all the talks

Beautiful venue

Leadership workshop: would be very helpful to pass more advice about implementing the material into practice

Challenges of obtaining new equipment: slightly too complex. Maybe involve other specialities to allow acceptance by 
a wider audience

Excellent. A friend recommended it to me, and I will thank him. Thank you
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